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With the New Year settling in, Costa Coffee
has launched a new range of scrumptious
food items to their menu on Jan 10, 2017.

These items cover a wide range of snacks, treats and
meals to satisfy your cravings including new gour-
met options, healthy breakfast and vegetarian choic-
es, fresh and nourishing smoothies, Arabian inspired
flavors and a diverse selection of savory and sweet
goodies. Since Alghanim Industries' acquisition of
the brand in July of 2013, Costa Coffee has commit-
ted itself to offering more than delicious coffee. 

The UK's favorite coffee shop is dedicated to
diversifying its offerings continuously to cater to

market trends and needs. Its new enticing food
selection covers an extensive range of flavors
including the famous Halloumi sandwich in
ZaatarCiabatta bread, a mouthwatering Gourmet
Toastie that comes with a blend of premium
cheeses,  a delicious Granola and Raspberry
Compote mix and much more. 

Costa Coffee also launched its new winter
campaign that focuses on two of its signature
drinks: Corto and Latte, both handcrafted by the
most skillful baristas, the heroes of the UK's
favorite coffee shop. 

Corto, the small but mighty intense cup, provides

a powerful and intense hit of coffee to customers
who need a pick-me-up while the Latte, a smooth
and creamy coffee drink, allows customers to
indulge in one of various flavors including caramel,
vanilla and hazelnut. Costa Coffee now proudly
offers lactose-free milk and almond milk in addition
to soy milk for no additional charge. Costa Coffee
welcomes you to any of its 33 stores across Kuwait
to enjoy the ultimate coffee experience and meet
the talented baristas behind it. Keep up with Costa's
promotions, launches and all other entertaining and
engaging activities on Instagram, Twitter and
Facebook accounts at the following: @costakuwait.

The talented chefs of Marina Hotel Kuwait
scooped three medals at Horeca Kuwait
2016. Marina Hotel an award winning,

leading five star property, recently participat-
ed in the 2017 HORECA Kuwait; an exhibition
for hospitality and catering organized by the
Leaders Group in cooperation with Hospitality
Services Company. The hotel participated in
Horeca Kuwait 2017 for the sixth year in a row.
Every year the exhibition witnesses the partici-
pation of all the leading hotels, food industries
and food companiesin Kuwait.

A culinary competition was organized for
chefs attracting a large number of participants
during the event. Marina Hotel chefs partici-
pated in this competition with great interest
and enthusiasm and won 3 medals 2 of which
were silver medals. Hammoud strongly
praised the Horeca Kuwait exhibition and its
ability to attract companies specializing in
hospitality, food industries and hotel require-

ments in Kuwait, the region and the Middle
East. He also noted that Horeca provides a
golden opportunity to exchange expertise in a
way that would help develop the business in
view of the revolutionary development
towards changing Kuwait into a regional
financial and commercial hub.

Talking about their participation in the
exhibition, Nabil Hammoud, General
Manager of the hotel said: "We consider
Horeca to be an important event and hence
participate every year; it provides us with a
platform for future business opportunities.
We pride ourselves on the talents of our pro-
fessional chefs." Horeca Kuwait 2017 is organ-
ized by Leaders Group in collaboration with
Hospitality Services Company at Kuwait
International Fair Grounds in Mishref, under
auspices of the Minister of Information and
Minister of State for Youth Affairs Sheikh
Salman Al-Humoud Al-Sabah.

Marina Hotel Kuwait wins 

at HORECA Kuwait 2017

Cereal Killer Cafe, located in Emad Center Kuwait
City, opened its doors with a crowd full of excite-
ment on Jan 18, 2017. The concept promises to

re-imagine how people enjoy their cereal, by serving
over 100 cereals, 30 different kinds of milk and 20 top-
pings allowing the customers to tailor a bowl to their
exact taste or they can try the famous cocktails such as:
'Chocopotomus,' 'S'more than words' and 'the luckier
charm', amongst others.  

Aside from pastries and cakes made out of cereal,
barista coffee, tea, sandwiches, sodas and juices, Cereal
Killer Kuwait added its own twist by creating 'Kuwait

Specialties' such as cereal based tacos and cereal cocktails
with saffron, rehash, rose & pistachio. The opening cere-
mony was filled with entertainment, but what created a
unique experience was the interior design of the restau-
rant, which is filled with memorabilia from the 80' & 90'S,
making the invitees eyes feast with all the "oldies-goldies"
cereal boxes displayed, amongst the nostalgic furniture
and single bed seating.  

Along with a wide list of distinguished guests, were
the guest of honor H E Matthew Lodge-Ambassador of
the United Kingdom and the owners and founders of
Cereal Killer Cafe, Alan & Gary Kerry. Everyone was wel-

comed by the Chairman of Gourmania International, Dr.
Emad Bukhamseen and his daughters Dana, Dalya and
Sadiqaa, responsible for bringing the Cereal Killer CafÈ
concept to Kuwait, after falling in love with the brand. 

The CEO of Gourmania International, Mohammad
Bseiso explained the concept further; "We are delighted
to add a unique and creative concept to the ever rising
new restaurant concepts in Kuwait. Cereal Killer CafÈ
delivers a distinctive experience that brings the 80's &
90's nostalgia back to life; in addition to some creative
cereal based delicacies that will satisfy the most discern-
ing taste buds."

Costa Coffee launches delicious new menu 

Cereal Killer Cafe opens in Kuwait

KUWAIT: Gulf University for Science and Technology
(GUST), in coordination with the Bulgarian Embassy in
Kuwait, organized a unique Bulgarian Cultural Night last
week. The event was under the patronage and attendance
of Bulgarian Ambassador, H.E. Boris Borisov. The event, first
of its kind at GUST, aimed to introduce and highlight
Bulgarian culture, traditions and arts.

The event began with a short film highlighting the rich

cultural heritage of the 1300 year old Bulgarian state. It
also welcomed The Foundation, a 5-piece band, formed in
2013 by K. Marichkovandsome of the most prominent pop
and rock musicians in Bulgaria, and opening act for The
Rolling Stones. Attendees also got the chance to sample
Bulgarian culture, art, and history with a photography and
art exhibition by S. Nitsolov. The event was organized by
Dr. Maya Mitkova, Assistant Professor at GUST, and Mr.

PreslavPetkov, Woodwind Instrumental Tutor at Kuwait
English School.

Dr. Maya Mitkova, said, "The cultural night captured the
essence of the Bulgarian culture, and highlighted its beau-
ty and richness in a lively and exciting manner. The rela-
tionship that has been built between GUST and the
Embassy to create such a program is a promising one - and
we hope to collaborate with the Embassy on many events

such as this in the future." The event opened the door to
unique insights about a country and culture. GUST, as the
number one private university, continuously focuses
efforts on connecting with various parts of the community,
and engage its students in extracurricular activities that
expose them to different cultures and points of view, to
help them grow and develop into well-rounded citizens of
the world. 

GUST hosts Bulgarian Cultural Night


